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President’s Report
It has been an honour and privilege to be your President and be part of an energetic and committed
group of individuals that sit on the board and committees.
The Board and Committee members continue to work hard at bettering our programs and services.
This year there were a number of new and creative ideas presented and hopefully through further
work we will be able to implement some of these to add and update our product.
One of the highlights this year has been seeing our community engaged and connected through
Paddle Canada’s Facebook page as well as other Facebook pages that are hosted by Paddle
Canada’s Instructors. Our community is widespread but very well connected. Photos, videos and
short stories from the Atlantic and Pacific paddling festivals/symposiums, the northern Slave River
Paddlefest and those in the heartland like the Saskatchewan Paddling Symposium bring us closer
together. There are also the individual trip reports, paddling brigades, races and hidden talents that
are highlighted within Facebook pages. Again it brings our widespread community into our homes
and highlights the passion and dedication to the paddling sport that PC Instructors and community
members have.
Thank you to all those that spread this passion. Paddle Canada’s Instructors continue to show a
commitment to safe paddling practices, produce fun and engaging programs and get people in
boats from season after season.
Hope everyone has another great season. Have fun, paddle safe and paddle on!
Priscilla Haskin
President
AB Rep.
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PaddleNL
2014
REGIONAL MEMBER REPORT for Newfoundland and
Labrador
Submitted by: Jeff Martin, NL Regional Director and Secretary
Over the last year, there has been lots of great energy being shared in the paddling world.
Highlights include safety days to the annual retreat, which are a culmination of hard work,
commitment and passion for paddle sports.
Paddle NL Highlights:
Last year was the first year for Newfoundland and Labrador’s newest paddle club which
combined the canoe and kayak clubs to form one dynamic club. The highlights from last year
were all about creating a culture of safety and enjoyment in paddling activities:
• 25 members were certified with Wilderness First Aid;
• A successful PNL Paddlers Retreat held in Terra Nova Park that hosted both canoeists
and sea kayakers.
• Winter pool sessions in St. John’s and Gander;
• Spring Skills Schools in both the canoe and kayak disciplines where a total of 25
participants and 12 instructors volunteered to share in skills instruction, safety and great
times on the water;
• PNL and Parks Canada partnered together to offer canoe instruction at Signal Hill;
• A total of 17 club activities that saw 7 club paddles for sea kayakers and 10 for
canoeing;
• A club clean-up of Long Pond in St. John’s;
• And 10 PaddleSmart sessions were to delivered various groups; and
• Scouts Canada held there annual Jamboree in NL last year and PC arranged for 9 of
their members to take the Waterfront Canoe instructors course.
Paddle Canada Highlights:
• There were 50 Paddle Canada skills courses taught in 2014 in NL;
• There were a total of 279 participants;
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Canoeing Skills Courses Overview:
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Sea Kayak Skills Overview:
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Instructor Courses: 18 New Instructors in Various Disciplines
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Respectively Submitted,
Jeff Martin
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2014 Nova Scotia Director Report

•
•
•

2014 was another great year for paddling in Nova Scotia.
There were 443 participants in Paddle Canada sanctioned skills courses – 213 in canoe
courses, 6 in river kayak, 149 in sea kayaking, and 31 stand-up paddleboard courses.
There were 32 participants in canoe or sea kayak instructor courses.

•
Cape Breton Paddlefest 2014
•

•
•

The province was also home to several vibrant annual paddling events, including the second
annual (and growing, at well over 100 paddlers) Bay of Fundy Sea Kayaking Symposium,
the third annual Shelburne Kayak Festival, and the fourth annual Cape Breton Paddlefest,
all supported by Paddle Canada directly or through advertising.
The second National Paddling week was celebrated in NS, with small events in the
province.
Our regional member association, Canoe Kayak Nova Scotia, continues to promote and
support paddling in NS in every form, including monthly social paddles, pool sessions
across the province, support for local events, and more.

2015 will see more great paddling, paddling instruction, grassroots events, and the
continued development of PaddleSmart safety programs for Nova Scotians. I regret that I will no
longer be the Nova Scotia representative on the Paddle Canada Board of Directors as of this AGM.
See you on the water.
Tim White, NS Board Member
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Regional Member Report for New Brunswick
Submitted by Rob Lemmon
Paddle activities in New Brunswick continue to grow through the hard work by members of
CanoeKayakNB, the Paddle Canada Regional Affiliate, and the Paddling Clubs in New Brunswick.
Highlights for 2014 include:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Community Paddling Program – CanoeKayakNB in cooperation with Get Outside NB, NB
Parks, and the NB Nature Trust ran several community paddling programs around the
province in the summer of 2014 including sessions in Big Canoe events at New River
Provincial Park, Mactaquac Provincial Park, and Mount Carleton Provincial Park. The
CanoeKayakNB Big Canoe was used extensively in NB Provincial parks to promote safe
paddling.
PaddleSmart was unveiled with several training sessions held.
2014 saw many paddling courses held throughout NB, with an new development on Style
Canoe to join stand by programs in the Big Canoe, Moving water and lake, as well as SUP
and Sea Kayak.
New Brunswick encourages paddlers from around Canada to come visit our Portage Trails
Project: A truly unique New Brunswick experience. CKNB members Tim Humes and Kevin
Silliker were very active in developing the unique Ancient Native Portage Trails that link all
major river systems in New Brunswick using the historical portage trails used by First Nation
Groups. 99% of all trail work is now complete.
Paddle Clubs: very active Fundy Paddle Club, Riverrunners (in Moncton/Dieppe area),
Tumblehome (Fredericton), and UNB Kayak Club.
Shout-outs for the 2014 paddling year go out to:
o Rob Neish – outgoing President of CanoeKayakNB for his hard work on growing
exposure to safe enjoyable paddling in NB
o Amanda Harrington and Andrew Cuthbertson for the Sea Kayak coach development
at the Bay of Fundy Sea Kayak Symposium
o Tim Humes – outgoing Past President of CanoeKayakNB for his many years of
volunteer work with the organization
o Nancy Clifford for her work as the outgoing president of the very active Fundy
Paddlers Club in Saint John
o Rhonda Richard – for her endless work and promotion of paddling in the greater
Fredericton area, specially with her efforts with the Reel Paddling Film Festival.

Respectively Submitted
Rob Lemmon
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Regional Member Report for Ontario
Submitted by Matt Cuccaro
Hello Paddle Canada Members
I apologize for the look of my report. My computer is done and I await a new one.
The last year in Ontario has again been a successful one with many courses, you can see the
numbers in the regional summaries, leading to new Paddle Canada members.
We have a few organizations holding events throughout the paddling season and I hope to see
more in the future.
I welcome James Roberts as the new Ontario Rep and look forward to working with him anytime
he requests it.
Happy Paddling all and see you on the water
Regards
Matt Cuccaro
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2014 Manitoba Regional Report
By Brian Johnston, Paddle Canada Director for Manitoba
Paddle Manitoba is experiencing an ongoing membership decline and operating with a limited
Board and program of events but Paddle Canada Instructors continue to have a strong and vital
presence in the local paddling community.
Paddle Canada Instructors and supporters were involved with several Manitoba events:

• Paddle Manitoba was an active participant at MEC's Winnipeg Paddlefest.
• The Manitoba Whitewater Club continues to offer weekly pool sessions during

the off
season and had another successful Shindig festival, introducing new pool seasoned boats
to open water river paddling.
• The annual National Paddling Day event at the Whitemouth River hosted by Eastman
Tourism was cancelled due to high water conditions.
• Once again, Paddle Manitoba and Pioneer Camp teamed up to offer Canoe School to
develop and certify Lake and Style paddlers and instructors.
• Paddle Manitoba's longstanding Wednesday Night Paddles provided the opportunity for
many paddlers to get out on the water and experience an esprit de corps with the La Salle
River.
• MEC Club Night continue to happen twice a year.
• Paddle Manitoba was able to offer a limited indoor program in 2014, which included
Walkerwalker Film Festival, PaddleSmart presentation, and lively discussion on the recent
mainstream use of inflatable lifejackets.
• Paddle Manitoba has been advocating for paddlers by responding to the consultation on a
new provincial government Parks Strategy as well as being part of the La Salle River dam
reconstruct talks.
• There was a Don Starkell Commemorative River Cruise that was organized outside of
Paddle Manitoba.
Paddle Manitoba continues to struggle as a viable organization, as a fully functioning Board, and
has yet to find or re-define its role and place as the provincial recreational paddling organization.
Ongoing efforts continue to bring a few new members and enthusiasm to the association but
increased membership and engagement continue to challenge the organization.
In Manitoba, 350 participants gained paddling skills and instructor certificationsó100 more people
than last year. Skill courses were Waterfront Canoeing, Canoeing Basic, Lake Canoe, Style
Canoe, Moving Water Canoe, River Kayak, Sea Kayak, and Stand Up Paddleboard (SUP). There
were also Canoe and Kayak Instructor courses.
The Paddle Canada paddling program continues to be a vital and integral part of paddle skill and
instructor development in Manitoba.
Sincerely,
Brian Johnston,
Paddle Canada Director for Manitoba
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Paddle Canada Annual General Meeting 2015
Report from Regional Director for British Columbia, 2014 Mike
Gilbert
BC's Paddle Numbers
Instructor Members = 387
Friends of Paddle Canada Members = 48
Skill Courses and Clinics provided = 447
Total participants = 1878
Instructor Courses provided - 90
Total participants = 298
Events of Note
Vancouver Outdoor Show - Dawn Callan, PC Representative- Paddle Canada promotion
and member support; held in Vancouver, BC - Mike was also active doing their-pool
greenland rolling demonstrations
National Safe Boating Week - Media Kickoff hosted by Canadian Safe Boating Council huge assist provided by Mike Darbyshire of Deep Cove Canoe and Kayak (SUPs) anticipate a new world's record for people wearing their life jackets
Pacific Paddling Symposium - Janette Galan, Chair- 2nd Year; sponsored in part by Paddle
Canada; held in Victoria, BC- A most awesome, talented group of coaches, instructors and
volunteers
National Paddling Week - Dawn Callan, PC Program Director- Good participation by BC
paddle clubs and associations; province wide - Submit your plan for 2015
Projects
PaddleSmart - Port Alberni, Vancouver, Victoria, Hope, Metchosin, Richmond UBC Outdoor
Program
Interaction with Members
• SISKA - member meeting
SKABC - Executive meeting - rolling clinic with James Manke
PIKA - on-going communication - rolling clinic with Gerhardt Lepp
RCABC - Annual General Meeting at Camp Kawkawa, Hope
SKILS - on-going communication
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SKGABC - on-going communication
Deep Cove (Mike Darbyshire) - Canadian Safe Boating Council Safety Day
Ecomarine - worked as part of instructor / guide staff during summer months
First Nations - participated in "Pulling Together" - a Big Canoe 10 day paddle trip for
First Nations youth
Ideas put forward by BC Regional Director for Consideration

- Kayak rolling program certification levels
- Instructor level certifications update to include all levels below highest attained to date
Member Concerns

- Cross association certification equivalent levels. Ie. SKGABC, ORCKA, RCABC
- Number of instructors required for higher level courses
- Mentorship "bottleneck"- Leadership certification for club / association members leading
groups on the water (insurance focus)
BC members to thank for their contribution during 2014
Dave Wooldridge - Canoe PDC
Sherman Learie - River Kayak PDC
Mike Darbyshire - SUP PDC
Norman Hann - SUP PDC
Michael Pardy - Sea Kayak PDC Advisor
Meaghan Hennessy - Sea Kayak PDC,
Costain Leonard - Sea Kayak PDC
Janette Galan - Communications Committee
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SASKATCHEWAN REPORT TO THE BOARD, 2015 PADDLE CANADA AGM
Bryan Sarauer, Saskatchewan Regional Director
To kick off the 2014 paddling year in Saskatchewan we held the first-ever Saskatchewan
Paddling Symposium – a great event that celebrated 40 years of guiding by local canoeing legend,
Ric Driediger. The event was a full day of presentations and featured Ric’s good friend, Paul
Mason among many other paddlers with great stories to share. Although not a Paddle Canada
event, it was organized by PC instructors including Ric, Vinessa Currie, Mark Lafontaine, and
myself. The event was so much fun that we decided to do it again.
In the fall of 2014 the Common Currents Paddling Association was formed as a registered
non-profit organization to host the Saskatchewan Paddling Symposium, and this group, chaired by
me, has the goal of promoting all forms & skill levels of paddling in Saskatchewan and beyond. The
2015 SPS is fast approaching, happening on Saturday, April 25th.
Having a look at the paddling course numbers in our province we see a couple of interesting
things emerge. First, pop the champagne – the VERY FIRST EVER REGISTERED PC SUP
SKILLS COURSE happened! We have a large contingent of PC-trained SUP instructors in
Saskatchewan, but none had ever ran an official PC-registered course. Let’s hope that this is the
start of a new trend – unless we capture those SUP numbers, it’s hard to warrant much SUP
development effort or money from PC.
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It is interesting to note that the canoe and sea kayak programs both saw increases over last
year in the number of courses offered (registered through Paddle Canada), according to our
database the number of course participants stayed the same in canoe and dropped significantly in
kayak. I am certain that this is an artefact of our database not reporting the number of course
participants for clinics due to the new reduced reporting requirements for clinics which requires the
reporting only of numbers, not having to list the individual students. Rest assured that the real
numbers of participants should actually be quite a bit higher than last year. If you have not been
reporting courses in the past due to the cost and onerous requirements of reporting a short clinic,
rest assured that it is now very much easier and cheaper. Now we just need to wait for the
database reporting to catch up. (As a side note, PC is in dire need of a new database but we
cannot afford it at the moment.)
On the Canoe Kayak Saskatchewan side of things, recreational paddling remains without
representation on the CKS Board. Note that the CKS AGM is on April 26th in Regina. Also, Jan
Hanson, ED for CKS, is stepping down shortly.
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Alberta Report
submitted by Priscilla Haskin
Alberta paddlers continue to be a strong knit community. Instructors usually belong to local clubs
or volunteer for community camps. PC Instructor Trainers and Instructors lead a number of
Instructor and skill courses in all disciplines. Many of these participants are teachers and camp
staff. Paddling events are strong throughout the province and supported by Instructors and
paddling clubs. Across the province the paddling clubs are collaborating on joint paddling
trips/brigades highlighting a much larger paddling community and the commitment to fun and safe
paddling practices. The paddling clubs continue to play a major part in introducing members of the
public to the sport.
Paddle Alberta continues to support Paddle Canada Instructors by offering subsidies to assist with
advancement of skill development in paddling, river rescue, Leave No Trace and first aid courses.
They also support initiatives that enhance the community with environmental projects and safe
tripping practices.
Alberta’s instructors and volunteer paddling club members are passionate about getting youth,
adults and families out on the water. It is great to be part of this community.
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Program Coordination Committee
Report to the Paddle Canada AGM
- Paddle Canada AGM, 2015 April 9, 2015
The Program Coordination Committee (PCC) is a newer committee. It was established by the
board of directors with the mission to harmonize the non-program-specific portions of the
Paddle Canada programs, as much as possible. It is also asked to undertake other projects
from time to time by the board. The members of the PCC consist of the chair of each program
development committee (PDC) and one appointee from the board.
The PCC has had a busy year. Along with the regular ongoing business of the committee,
several major projects were undertaken as outlined below.
Achievements
• The majority of the committee’s efforts where spent in rolling out the new certification
maintenance (CM) standards, which came into effect this season. The new CM
standards bring Paddle Canada up to (or above) industry standards. The rollout task is
nearly complete.
• The committee presented a trademark policy to the board, which approved it. It outlines
who can use the Paddle Canada name and logo, in order to protect our brand.
• Presented amended terms of reference for the committee to the board, which approved
them.
Ongoing projects
• Reviewing, in cooperation with the PDCs, the terms of reference of the PDCs. The
amended terms will be presented to the board for their approval within the year.
• Developing an organization-wide proposal regarding visiting instructors who are certified
by other paddling organizations in the United States and the United Kingdom. If this
program proves beneficial, other organizations can be added in the future. The final
proposal will be presented to the board for their approval.
The PCC members
The PCC members (Dave Wooldridge, Rob Lemmon, David Johnston, Tony Palmer, Bryan
Sarauer) have much work to do within their respective PDCs or the board, so their contribution
to the PCC is especially appreciated! Thank you each for all your hard work and dedication!
Respectfully submitted,

Tony Palmer
Chair, Program Coordination Committee
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Sea Kayak Program Development Committee Report
- 2015 AGM –
April 17, 2015
2014-2015 was a very busy year for the Sea Kayak Program Development Committee. Along with
the regular day-to-day business and minor policy development, we undertook several major
projects which included:
Overhauled Sea Kayak Program Manual
Over the 2014 year the PDC worked with a technical copy editor and completely overhauled the
manual for the first time in 15 years.
The goal of the project was to clean-up and streamline the manual as well as give it a fresh new
look and layout. Since the SUP PDC was also getting their manual edited at the same time, we
took advantage of the timing and worked together to ensure that common program policy was the
same across both sports.
In January, 2015 we released the updated manual to the instructor membership.
Waterfront Kayak Program
The Program Development Committee approved the development of a waterfront kayak instructor
and skills program aimed specifically for a kids camps or a club setting. In development throughout
the winter, it’s still in an early draft form but we are planning on running a pilot project at a camp in
Ontario in late spring.
If all goes well we hope to have the program available for public comment in fall 2015 and ready for
use in time for the 2016 paddling season.
New Western Canada PDC Member
In late fall, the Program Development Committee put out a call for volunteers in British Columbia to
fill a seat from a recently vacated position. After voting, the committee was pleased to welcome
Costain Leonard to the PDC.
Costain brings a wealth of experience as he holds instructor status across several Paddle Canada
sports and is also a sea kayak instructor trainer. He has also paddled and worked in the outdoor
industry in several Provinces across Canada and brings a unique perspective of the instructor
needs from several different regions.
The PDC also decided to welcome Gary Doran and Michael Pardy as advisors to the PDC. While
they don’t serve in an official capacity, their expert advice and long-term commitment to the
program and paddling community is extremely helpful when making major policy decisions.
Sea Kayak Program Review
Back in the fall the PDC decided to undertake a multi-year extensive review of the sea kayak
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program so over the winter we have been working with a researcher, Rob Davidson (based out of
Calgary) to help us determine the best way to go about undertaking a project of this magnitude.
The overall goal of the review is to look specifically at the skills stream and see what improvements
can be made to make the program more effective to recreational paddlers today. Since the
program was written almost 18 years ago, how people use kayak (e.g. tripping verses park and
play rough water paddling) has changed considerably so we want to evaluate and make and
adjustments to ensure the program is still current for the next 10 years.
Over the next 2015 paddling season Rob will be taking the lead by meeting with members and
collecting information through various methods (focus groups, online surveys, etc.). The PDC will
take that information after it’s compiled in late fall and start the real work of looking at how to
improve the program.
We expect the full review process to take at least until 2017 to complete and implement changes.
We are going slowly to ensure that the changes make sense and that there is buy-in from both the
Paddle Canada Board of Directors and the membership.
We are anticipating a formal announcement about the review to go out to members sometime
during the week of April 20.
Special thanks to Ray Boucher, Gary Doran, Dympna Hayes, Meaghan Hennessy, Phil Hossack,
Michael Pardy, Costain Leonard and Gayle Wilson for their tremendous help and leadership over
the past year for without them absolutely nothing would have gotten done.
Respectfully submitted,
David Johnston
Chair, Sea Kayak Program Development Committee
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Stand Up Paddleboard Program Development Committee Report

- Paddle Canada AGM, 2015 April 9, 2015
The Stand Up Paddleboard Program Development Committee (SUP PDC) has had a busy year.
Along with the regular ongoing business of the committee, several major projects were
undertaken as outlined below.
Program changes
Last year, the SUP Coastal stream was divided into two independent streams, Surf and Touring.
Each now has two skill levels with two corresponding instructor and instructor trainer (IT) levels.
The committee held “Rollout clinics” for both Surf and Touring in the Tofino, BC area last fall.
They were well attended.
Rollouts are special clinics where the initial instructors and instructor-trainers of a new program
are given their certifications. It is the main way that Paddle Canada jump-starts new programs.
When done correctly, programs grow organically from them on.
Participation in rollout clinics is generally restricted to paddlers with the experience and skills in
both the paddling discipline and instruction aptitude that they should easily attain the
certification. The program is shared with participants. Each participant needs to demonstrate
that they have the paddling and instructional skills expected. Participants receive the award
appropriate to their demonstrated skills.
The committee has planned a rollout clinic for Atlantic Canada, but registration was insufficient
to run the clinic. We have organized a Touring rollout for Ontario for May 11-13 on Georgian
Bay. The expectation is we will also have “graduates” who can teach in Atlantic Canada.
Editing of the SUP Program Manual
Paddle Canada hired a copy editor to edit the SUP Program Manual. The goal is to standardize
the organization and improve the quality of writing and thereby create a design standard that
can be used for all Paddle Canada program manuals. The Sea Kayak program manual was
edited simultaneously. Over time, the Canoe and River Kayak program manuals will be edited to
meet the new standard.
The edited SUP manual is complete. The most current version of the SUP program manual is
v4.1. Instructors and instructor-trainers can always download the latest version of the manual
from paddlebuzz.ca.
Paddle Canada & American Canoe Association mutual support
The American Canoe Association (ACA) is roughly the US equivalent of Paddle Canada. In
order to share best practices the two bodies have exchanged liaisons. Josh Hall, who chairs the
ACA’s SUP committee, also sits on our SUP PDC. As Paddle Canada SUP PDC Chair I also
sits on the ACA SUP committee as our liason.
The PDC members
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Special thanks to the SUP PDC members (Mark Sciver, Mike Darbyshire, Hugo Lavictoire, Dave
Adler, and Norm Hann) for their volunteer service and tremendous help over the past year!
Without their participation we would not have accomplished so much good work this year.
Respectfully submitted,
Tony Palmer
Chair, Stand Up Paddleboard Program Development Committee
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Paddle Canada Membership Committee report to Paddle Canada AGM 2015
Members:

Rick Wise
Ryan Webber
Brian Johnston
Graham Ketcheson
Alan Goodridge

The work of the membership committee this year has been focused on two topics.
1.The first was the paddling association membership proposal which has already been
presented to the Paddle Canada Board of Directors and has been approved by them. Once the trip
leader aspect has been finalized, this program will be ready for implementation.
2. The second focus has been the organizational membership proposal which we hope to have
ready for presentation to the BoD in the very near future. We are presently debating the fee
structure to charge organizations.
Thanks to all members for their participation and contributions to the work of the committee.
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PaddleSmart Committee / Staff Project Report
Submitted By Dawn Callan
PaddleSmart has been active this year.
2014/15 saw the move to AdventureSmart.ca for presenter registration and and presentation
requests.
This has been a good but incomplete transition as many of our first year people are not registering
on the site.
• Requests are still filtering through the Paddle Canada office but this is reducing.
• Supplies continue to be housed with paddle Canada however a new distribution process for
AdventureSmart’s other programs has been created and at some point we should consider
transferring into that system.
• We continue to have outdoor education programs come on board to train students in
presenting.
• Tim Hortons Camps are now all PaddleSmart trained.
• The Life Saving Society is in the process of twinning PaddleSmart with their grade 5 anti drowning program and will begin rolling this out in Ontario and then across Canada.
• East Coast Red Cross is going to promote PaddleSmart.
• The Sea Cadets and Rangers are now working PaddleSmart into their programs.
• Scouts, guides and the Province of Quebec St. Lawrence region Coast Guard Rescue
attended a PaddleSmart in Oka PQ with great success
• Additional program funds were received in two increments allowing for extra enhancement
materials such as 5000 Fox 40 AdventureSmart/Paddle Canada branded whistles for
distribution at trade shows and future PadddleSmart presentations; Printed 2000
Promotional PaddleSmart 2 sided postcards for distribution at trade shows, to partners and
active lead presenters of the program.
• Corporate Sponsorship of PaddleSmart program was obtained with Delta Kayaks, BC –
Delta Kayaks has signed on as a supporting partner of the PS program for 2015 season by
purchasing 3000 PS Vessel ID stickers co branded with Delta Kayaks logo. For the
remainder of 2015, more than 1000 Vessel ID sticker will be shipped with each
manufactured kayak to the Canadian market. The remainder of the Vessel ID stickers will
be used for outreach and PS presentations nationally.
• The Outdoor Adventure Trade Shows provided an excellent outreach venue to deliver the
key Adventuresmart messages, spread awareness and sell access to all Adventuresmart
brand training and program opportunities to many outdoor enthusiasts. We attended the
following shows with a Paddle Canada / PaddleSmart booth:
a.
Toronto, ON - Fall Cottage Life Show October 22 – 25, 2014
b.
Toronto, ON – Outdoor Adventure Show Feb 20-22, 2015
c.
Vancouver, BC – Outdoor Adventure Show March 7-8, 2015
d.
Calgary, AB – Outdoor Adventure Show – March 21-22, 2015
e.
Ottawa,ON – Outdoor Adventure Show - March 21-22, 2015
f.
Toronto, ON – Cottage Life Spring Show – March 27-29, 2015
a.
b.

In Kind Non Cash contributions included:
360 volunteer hours for help at all national trade shows (3 days 4 people 4 hours each 6
shows)
Volunteer prep hours over 200 hours
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b.
c.

Training room rentals donated by host sites
Facilitator hours attending training and presenting workshops.

You have 68 volunteer hours and 26 paid hours in the report set.
Paddle Canada: Number of Presentations (Selected Reports)
Program Delivered
PaddleSmart
Presenter workshop-PaddleSmart
Totals:
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Paddle Canada National
13
4
17

Total
13
4
17

National Paddling Week Update 2014 submitted by Dawn Callan
National Paddling Week has come and gone with positive, yet mixed result. There are celebrations
to share and challenges to be met. Over all National Paddling Week continues to be a success and
with a little more though and organization could do so much more for recreational paddling as a
community, Paddle Canada as an organization, and PaddleSmart as a family program.
Celebration 1: People who participated loved it. Events are already being planned for 2015. The
recorded number of individuals and families aware and involved are up thanks to our Facebook
page and membership offer. Currently at 394 likes
Celebration 2: The settling on the second week of June has been embraced by all but two
detractors.
Celebration 3: National Paddling Week has become established.
- This year we began seeing events register for 2015 as of late December without
prompting
- 34 events for National paddling week are already identified.
- As of this point we have 520+ events on our calendar, which has become a year
round resource for recreational paddling promotion.
- Several paddling canoe clubs 7 centres have national paddling week on their 2015
calendars
- One of our past participants issued a challenge to have photos collected from
National Paddling Week and put into a Canada shaped poster. We have some
wonderful shots and had some enjoyable feedback from participants.
Celebration 4: Schools - During the trade shows it became very apparent that secondary and
post-secondary schools are looking to interact with National Paddling Week as well as
PaddleSmart all through the school year.
The Numbers
Challenge 1: The number of registered events are down this year by 2/3 as we required selfregistration which did not happen and staff time was not available to “farm events as it was in the
initial year. W sent materials to past participants and have had unreported participation I cannot
track.
Solution 1: We have created a bulk registration option for Paddle Canada staff/volunteer to “farm”
events and bring on new participants
Challenge 2: Getting registrations in advance. In 2013 Paddle Canada allowed me extra time to
chase down existing events and people promoting l-1 in the initial year and was happy to do
so. Paddle Canada was not able to cover this gap in 2014 due to the other Paddle Canada work
which was a priority, our move, which hit during our Paddling Week push out time. Our partnership
needs to share in this activity of promoting the registration of paddling events during the week/year
as well as promoting the week its self. In year 2 the absence of our 3rd partner was felt greatly and
there is a need for at least three active partners to achieve the event and volunteer outreach
required to grow this initiative.
Solution 2: We need to define an outreach and development goal; seek more funding to enable
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additional hours to be tied to this initiative; and re-establish our partner team, and/or
look for a 4th partner with either an industry tie/family/youth oriented person/organization
committed to growing this event.
Website: The Calendar
Challenge 3: A new email was needed for each event.
Solution 3: Part way through the spring we had the web server change registration so that multiple
events could list under the same email.
Challenge 4: People want us to list for them – easily 80% of contacts would not register their own
event and this includes people contacting us! I had well over 120 events that wanted me to list
them on the calendar in the week that lead up to national paddling week. I managed to get about
25% of these on the calendar around my other work load.
Solution 4a:*See solution 1 from this the need to upload in bulk from an excel sheet into our
calendar was identified as individual registration was too time consuming and frustrating.
Needs
Advertising is needed
Defining Priorities
2015 Partner’s Meeting Summary:
This year the Canadian Canoe Museum has retired to a position as a heritage founder and the
Partnership carries on with Rapid Media and Paddle Canada. The Canadian Canoe Foundation will
continue to offer a youth prize of a big canoe paddle trip. We have twinned with Canadian Wildlife
Federation Rivers to Oceans Week, celebrated from June 8 to 14, (recognizes this connectedness
and reminds us that taking care of our water is a shared responsibility); and ShellsandSails
program will be joining the National Paddling Week support family.
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